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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
LEARNING TO RETELL STORIES THROUGH COMPARATIVE TEACHING:  
WRITING AND DRAWING 
 
Students who are emergent readers and writers are often difficult to assess, as they are 
unable to communicate understanding in writing. From my observations, these students 
communicate ideas best through concrete forms of expression, rather than the abstract 
formation of letters and writing that is unfamiliar to them. Drawing provides an alternate 
form of expression from writing. Based on information found in literature review and 
personal experiences from working with students who are emergent readers and writers, 
pictures and drawings are a bridge to communicate ideas with these students. This form 
of expression and communication may be a useful assessment tool for students at this 
developmental stage. The purpose of this research study is to test the hypothesis that 
retelling using visual art representations of the story will yield positive results.   
Keywords: assessment, comprehension, communication, emergent writers, retelling, 
visual arts, writing, written communication 
Rachel Lindle 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
Background of the Problem 
 Emergent readers and writers often struggle to find how to use abstract symbolic 
alphabetic code in communicating their ideas by writing.  This problem persists for 
emergent readers and writers. Around 10% to 15% of children and adults have severe 
difficulty in learning to read and write (Chall, 1983). Only 2% of those emergent readers 
who initially struggle with writing include students who have a learning disability in 
literacy (Chall, 1983). Therefore, asking any emergent reader to write to retell a story 
may not be the best means to assess the student’s ability to retell a story.  Using the visual 
arts to assess a student’s understanding of a story and verbal retelling may provide a 
better alternative assessment for students at this developmental stage. 
Statement of the Problem 
 Often, students are not provided the opportunity to draw to communicate their 
ideas and understanding of concepts in kindergarten, as today’s curriculum is focused on 
literacy and math. The majority of students at this point in the kindergarten curriculum 
are not capable to communicating their ideas through writing, but verbally and through 
drawing their understanding. Using art as a means to elicit a student’s ability to retell a 
story would assist students in remembering the beginning, middle, and end of the story.  
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Significance of the Study 
 Even knowing that developmentally students are unable to write to communicate 
their understanding of parts of the story, students are often asked to write their responses. 
If drawing is better able to facilitate the student’s retelling of the story, schools may be 
able to align curriculum to expose students to the arts, which in turn, may assist students 
in communicating understanding. Overall, this broadened alignment may assist teachers 
in creating assessments and activities to help students grasp the concept of retelling a 
story through communicating their understanding in drawings and verbal retellings of the 
story.  
Purpose of the Study 
 The purpose of this study is to determine whether writing or art is a better 
platform for students in retelling stories accurately in kindergarten. The participating 
emerging readers included kindergarten students in my classroom and another 
kindergarten class at Jessamine Early Learning Village in Jessamine County, Kentucky. 
Definition of Terms 
Abstract: something that exists as a theory, thought or idea but does not have a 
physical or concrete presence. 
Cognition: the mental process of acquiring knowledge and understanding through 
thought, experiences, and the senses. 
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Concrete: something that exists in material or physical form; real or solid; not 
abstract. 
Emergent Readers: are beginning readers. Emergent readers grasp the basic 
concepts of books and written words. Emergent readers have the concepts of print 
(reading from left-to-right and top-to-bottom progression), utilize beginning and 
ending sounds in words, and utilize picture clues to read words with the same 
beginning letter sounds. 
Emergent Writers:  are beginning writers. Emergent writers have learned the 
phonetic code and associate the sounds with the letters of the alphabet. Emergent 
writers are beginning to form words and sentences to communicate ideas and 
thoughts on paper. 
Higher Order Thinking Skills: require more cognitive thought processes to 
explain, define, and analyze answers to questions.  Such skills include critical, 
logical, reflective, metacognitive, and creative thinking. 
Individual Education Plan- (IEP): a legally binding document mandated by the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). An IEP is designed to 
explicitly state the special education services a student will receive. The IEP is 
individualized for each special education student, outlining the disability 
diagnosis, levels of performance, educational goals, objectives, and the amount of 
related services required and the amount of time allotted for progress.  
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Limitations of this Study 
 The limitations of the study include a small sample size, as a larger sample would 
have yielded more precise results.  
Another limitation of this study is that all of the kindergarten students are from 
the same school in the same school district. If able, a sample of kindergarten students 
from rural, urban, and a variety of schools and districts across the state or country would 
provide further data for the entire kindergarten population of our state or nation.  
The application of the lesson script may not have been entirely consistent. 
Although, the primary investigator went to great lengths to make sure the lesson script 
would be outlined clearly for the second classroom. The lesson script is written as if 
giving a standardized exam. This ensures that the lessons in both classrooms remained 
consistent in the lesson and providing the assessment.  
With these limitations, the research will show the great impact the visual arts are 
in early childhood assessment. To validate this study, further research should be executed 




Chapter Two: Review of Related Literature 
Emergent readers face the beginning stages of literacy development, and one 
initial step is retelling of stories. Before getting into the components of retelling, one 
must understand the progression of literacy from verbal, visual, written and textual 
literacy to understand retelling and comprehension.  
Literacy begins at infancy. Infants who are exposed to language and print develop 
emergent literacy skills that assist the learning process of reading and writing later on in 
life (Hetzroni, 2004). Even toddlers understand the concept of stories through their 
exposure to books, listening to stories and the often tactile elements of a toddler’s board 
book. Toddlers are the audience for the story. Toddlers learn by observing adult literacy 
behaviors, such as the way an adult holds a book, follows the text with a finger, views the 
illustrations and relates them to the spoken words. Toddlers create links between the 
printed materials and the concepts developing around them.  
For a student to learn to read and write, the student must develop an 
understanding between the words and the concepts the words represent (Hetzroni, 2004). 
For very young children, some studies suggest there is a connection between children's 
pre-reading television viewing and their later reading skills (Lin, 2003). The results 
reveal that children who were good at comprehending materials presented through a 
visual and aural mode, television, were also good at comprehending materials presented 
aurally (Lin, 2003).  
Evolving technology has greatly transformed our visual environment. The 
centuries-long domination of texts and words in culture, particularly Western culture, has 
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come to an end (Felton, 2008). The new pictorial turn means that images no longer exist 
primarily to entertain and illustrate, rather the visuals are becoming central to 
communication and meaning-making. Many could argue that the change in our visual 
environment is producing more visual learners. However, “Living in an image-rich 
world, however, does not mean students (or faculty and administrators) naturally possess 
sophisticated visual literacy skills, just as continually listening to an iPod does not teach a 
person to critically analyze or create music” (Felten, 2008, p. 60). Becoming visually 
literate is one’s ability to understand, produce and use culturally significant images, 
objects and visual performances. Visual literacy can be obtained parallel to textual 
literacy. The Association of American Colleges and Universities’ Greater Expectations 
report (2002) asserted that one of the core characteristics of an “empowered learner” 
would be the capacity to “effectively communicate orally, visually, in writing, and in a 
second language” (as cited in Felten, 2008, p. 60).  
At an emergent level, students utilize their visual literacy. That is, often, students 
draw as a preparation before they write (Manning & Manning, 1996). Humans have 
created images to convey meaning for thousands of years (Felton, 2008); students begin 
to write by using visual images to communicate their ideas. Research demonstrates that 
seeing is not simply a process of passive reception of stimuli, but also involves active 
construction of meaning (Felton, 2008). Often, a student’s visual learning is overlooked 
as a form of literacy development. Art offers a way for students to express meaning. The 
students make connections between language and expressing their ideas through creating 
pictures (Soundy, Guha, & Qiu, 2007). Drawing helps students become good observers, 
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which assists students in thinking and writing (Ernst, 1997). Students, yet to learn to 
write, instead, share pictures and tell their stories using oral language. Art provides a 
natural and powerful means of observation and expression.  
Just as images and written words are connected in writing ideas, images and 
written text in reading are connected. Illustrations in picture books are just as significant 
as the written text to understanding and comprehending the meaning behind the story. In 
a picture book, the pictures or images in the story reinforce the text. This connection is 
useful to emergent readers because the illustrations in these books are prompts for 
recalling new vocabulary or decoding skills, as well as strengthening the verbal 
description of character and setting of the story (O’Neil, 2011). 
Oral language and written language are fundamentally different. Although, most 
young children without disabilities learn to speak or listen, not all become fluent reader 
and writers (Frey & Fisher, 2010). Unlike speech, which develops uniformly across 
languages and cultures, reading is not innate, meaning that every person or brain must be 
taught to read. Speech is directly associated with specific brain and motor structures, 
reading occurs only through intentional appropriation of existing structures within the 
brain. Reading is a complex, rule-based system. The brain has evolved for hundreds of 
thousands of years as a speaking and listening brain, while written language has only 
existed for six thousand years. The linking between the occipital lobe (object 
recognition), the left frontal lobe (language processing) and the left temporal lobe 
(language comprehension) must be trained to coordinate efficiently. The disruption of 
this loop can potentially interfere with reading comprehension (Frey & Fisher, 2010).  
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Once one develops oral language, concepts of print are developed. Before a 
student learns to read and develop an understanding of letter and sound relationships, 
they must learn how to hold a book, the directionality of the words from left-to-right, top-
to-bottom, and page-to-page. Adults, who read aloud to a child, assist the listener in 
building spoken language, the basis for written language. Studies have shown that 
listening comprehension is shown to exceed reading comprehension until students exceed 
about a sixth-grade level. This discovery implies that spoken language typically precedes 
reading competence during the emergent reading stages (Robertson, Dow, & Hainzinger, 
2006).  
The next step in the literacy process is to learn to express ideas with writing 
(Soundy et al., 2007), once students are comfortable with communicating ideas through 
pictures, they will begin to add the symbolic letters that match the beginning sounds of 
the images into their pieces of writing.  Studies of teaching models, show that teaching 
about orthographic, or writing, function before students begin to write assists in students 
in skill acquisition (Lehtonen, 2005). Learning to spell a word in alphabetic language 
involves acquiring knowledge about the phonological properties and how to relate these 
to orthographic representation (Hilte, 2011).  
Developmentally, writing using a symbol system of alphabetic letters is abstract 
for young children, because four and five year olds have an affinity for the concrete. 
Using visual images to represent ideas is concrete for students at this stage. Visual 
information is significant in learning to read in early childhood education as vision 
undermines all other senses and is the best single tool we have for learning (Frey & 
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Fisher, 2010).  Literacy is most commonly thought of as the written word, but can include 
other systems of representation (Edwards & Willis, 2000). Reading is a process in which 
one creates meaning from written language; writing, on the other hand, is an encoding 
process in which one puts meaning into written text (Hetzroni, 2004). 
 Eisner (1998) once stated that “Our linguistic capacities do not define the limit of 
our cognition” (p. 33). Often students mix many forms of communication systems. One 
study shows that children sometimes refer to drawing as writing since the child is 
communicating ideas with a writing tool and using paper (Berghoff, Cousins & Martens, 
1998). Young children find it natural to combine many communication forms, such as 
writing and drawing (Edwards & Willis, 2000).  Young children, however, do not 
perceive the writing process in the same manner as older adults; instead of words alone, 
young children treat talk, pictures, and words as equals, although, at any given time, one 
mode of meaning making might take precedence. This form of communication is called 
“symbol weaving” (Miller, 1998, p. 109). At four years of age, the majority of children 
are unable to differentiate between drawing and writing (Love & Buell, 2007). This 
inability is due to the developmental stage of children; their perspective of the world is 
holistic, which translates into their communication being holistic (Edwards & Willis, 
2000). The connection between images and words is similar to an equation: For every 
person it is different, but finding the connection between the two is the most significant 
part (Ernst, 1998).  
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Once students learn to associate images with symbolic letters, students are able to 
make connections in the brain that allow for learning to take place. Yet, that level of 
sophistication follows long after emergent reading. Therefore, expecting a student in 
kindergarten to write to retell the parts of a story is not a valid evaluation of their 
understanding of the story, since the written form of communication is still new and 
abstract. This expectation often leads to the conclusion to allow young students to draw 
and use the visual arts to communicate their understanding of the parts of a story when 
retelling. Often, the development of literacy, reading and writing skills begins in 
kindergarten. 
The purpose of kindergarten is for students to obtain reading and writing skills 
because most students entering kindergarten are unable to read and write. Whereas 
speaking is an innate, natural ability, learning to read and write is not (D’Arcangelo, 
1999). Children learn to speak without being taught through being immersed in a spoken 
language. Language is instinctive.  Whereas speaking has been developed over tens of 
thousands of years of evolution, reading and writing are a recent human development. 
Children do not automatically learn how to read and write, children have to be taught to 
read and write with specific literacy skills (D’Arcangelo, 1999).   
Among the specific literacy skills, retelling a story forms an initial step to 
understanding. Retelling a story is a link to comprehension; the student is not only 
reading the words in the story, but understanding their meaning in the context of the 
story. Retelling builds reading comprehension (Gallager, 2005).  
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Additionally, retelling a story is an assessment tool for reading comprehension, 
story comprehension, and oral language (Morrow, 1985). Retelling provides on-task 
practice of a range of literacy skills including, reading, writing, listening, talking, 
thinking, interacting, comparing, matching, selecting and organizing information, 
remembering and comprehending (Robertson, Dow, & Hainzinger, 2006). In this study, I 
explored two methods for assessing a kindergarten student’s retelling of a story. 
Assessing emergent readers is important to ensure they progress as both readers and 
writers.  Nevertheless, emergent readers are not accomplished writers; thus, a written 
assessment may not be valid.  Verbal assessments of retelling, also may have limitations 
with emergent readers. 
Studies of verbal retelling of stories show spontaneous jumps from place-to-place 
within the story; the student may start at the middle, jump to the beginning of the story 
and head to the end of a story (Norrick, 1998). Therefore, in learning to retell stories, 
students should not be expected to verbally retell each part of the story, but a combination 
of drawings and verbal retellings may assist new readers in sequencing and describing the 
parts of the story.  
Ganon and Dixon (2008) found that as people age, they learn to depend on others 
to assist them in cognitive tasks. These researchers found that retelling stories as an adult 
is a much more complex task than for subjects who have not yet joined the workforce. 
Their study showed that the retelling skill applies through adulthood, and that lack of use 
causes the adult to lose such a skill.  
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Gabig (2008) conducted another study to see if autism affects the verbal working 
memory of students. Gabig  used verbal retelling of stories to answer this research 
question. Autistic students were able to retell only sections of the stories verbally. This 
limited retelling linked to a smaller capacity in verbal working memory among students 
with autism as opposed to students without autism. The results of this study also showed 
that as children gain more experience with language they become more descriptive and 
sophisticated in cognitive-linguistic processing demands (Gabig, 2008). Given these 
results, basing retelling on solely verbal assessments is not a valid assessment for all 
students.  
Robertson, Dow and Hainsinger (2006) examined students with hearing loss’s   
reading comprehension over the course of six weeks. Among students with hearing loss, 
spoken language develops slowly and may never progress beyond a minimal level. This 
fact implies that for students with hearing loss, verbal retelling and learning language is 
hindered. Using the visual arts to aid students in explaining is imperative for students 
with hearing loss and their reading comprehension. 
In Stadler and Ward’s (2010) study of kindergarten and first-grade students, the 
researchers found that using props to assist in retelling stories aided in students using 
correct pronouns and names to describe the characters in the stories.  
Yet another study was conducted with students age ten to twelve (Beentjes & Van 
Der Voot, 1991). The students were split into two groups; one group read a story, while 
the other group watched the same story on television. The results of the study conclude 
that the visuals on the television version lead to a more complete retelling of the story, 
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with more descriptive details and story elements than the group who read the story 
(Beentjes & Van Der Voot, 1991).   
Facilitating learning through the arts enhances student engagement, cognitive 
function, and higher order thinking skills. Art activities provide concrete experiences that 
enrich and grant meaning for reading and writing activities (Smout, 1990). This 
enhancement stems from how young children learn. They respond to what they see, feel 
and touch (Smout, 1990). Providing concrete experiences leads to conceptual 
understanding for emergent literacy learners (Smout, 1990).    
If the arts are thought of as the carriers of meaning, and the concept of literacy is 
extended to mean the ability to encode or decode meaning within the forms in 
which meaning can appear, then an education in the arts is one way to become 
literate. (Eisner, 1998, p.34)  
An education incorporating the arts facilitates students acquiring multiple forms 
of literacy (Eisner, 1998). Students learn at a higher cognitive level when art is 
incorporated into their learning experiences (Berghoff, Cousins & Martens, 1998). The 
arts are not simply expressive and affective; they are cognitive (Sousa, 2006). The arts 
develop essential thinking tools in pattern recognition and development as well as mental 
representations of what is observed, visualized, symbolic, allegorical and metaphorical 
representations. Art assists children in expressing and conveying meaning and developing 
subtle and complex forms of thinking. Other skills will develop through this type of 
open-ended art experience, such as problem solving, organizing and internalizing skills 
(Smout, 1990). These experiences with the visual arts improve the critical and reflective 
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thinking of students, as well as facilitating formidable motivational and emotional 
processes. When these motivational and emotional processes are evoked, students are 
more engaged in the learning process (Berghoff, Cousins & Martens, 1998). This level of 
engagement gives students ownership of their work, making it more meaningful for the 
students and in turn, allowing the student to retain the information learned (Britsh & 
Meier, 1999).  
These studies show how the visual arts enhance learning in numerous areas of the 
school curriculum, especially in reading comprehension. However, none of these studies 
addressed utilizing the visual arts to enhance learning in the content area of retelling 
stories. Therefore, my study addressed this missing component in the area of research. 
This study explored the idea that when students apply drawing to retelling, they are more 




Chapter Three: Design of the Study 
Sample 
 The sample of the study included 43 students in two kindergarten classrooms at 
the Jessamine Early Learning Village in Jessamine County, Kentucky. Jessamine Early 
Learning Village is located in Nicholasville, Kentucky and was established in 2001. It 
houses preschool and kindergarten classrooms for the entire school district of Jessamine 
County, Kentucky. Jessamine Early Learning Village’s focus is on early learning for 
students in preschool and kindergarten. The school reflects this focus, not only in the 
educational requirements and management systems of the school for preschool and 
kindergarten, but in the physical design of the school. The entire school is designed to be 
child-sized and to appeal to children. Enrollment is currently around 1000 students, 645 
students are kindergarten students. Eighty-two percent of students are Caucasian, 5% of 
students are African-American, 7% are Hispanic, and 2% are of Asian descent.  Sixty-
four percent of students receive the federal free or reduced priced meal program.  This 
federal program assists families in poverty through providing breakfast and/or lunch for 
free or in supplementing funding for the full-cost of meals. Five percent of students are 
English Language Learners. Six percent of students have special needs and require an 
Individualized Education Plan (IEP), requiring modifications and accommodations.  
For permission to include students from two kindergarten classes, the school 
district’s office and administration at Jessamine Early Learning Village reviewed 
protocols and provided access. See the attached approval documentation in Appendix A. 
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The University of Kentucky’s Institutional Review Board required similar 
documentation. Written permission, Parental Consent, for student data to be included in 
the study was obtained for data analysis from the student’s parent or guardian. See the 
attached approval documents in Appendix B and the parental consent form in Appendix 
C. 
Each Kindergarten classroom contains 24 students, for a total of 48 students. 
However, with the required Parental Consent forms, five students did not receive consent, 
leaving 43 participating students. Eight students in this student sample of the population 
require an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) or 19% of this student sample of the 
population. There are seven students in this sample of the population that are in referral 
for an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) due to indicators of special needs, which is 
another 16% of the sample of the population. Students in kindergarten often are identified 
as a student with special needs during this time since many have not been enrolled in a 
school setting or environment. Given the eight students with IEPs and seven referred for 
evaluation for a disability, 35% of the participating students require modifications and 
accommodations to meet learning needs. Seventy-eight percent of students in the research 
student sample population are participating in the federal free or reduced priced lunch 
program. One student in this research sample of the population is an English Language 
Learner, with no background in English beyond the school setting. Twenty-three students 




 The objective of this study is to determine if visual arts aided retelling more 
effectively than retelling a story through writing.  
Test Instrument 
 Teachers involved in this test instrument implemented a scripted lesson based on 
retelling chosen selected story. The script was used to aid in omitting any variables that 
could affect student results through a different presentation, explanation or other format.  
Teachers first discussed the Common Core State Standard, K.RI.2, “I can retell important 
details from a text.”  
Students in the two classrooms in the Jessamine Early Learning Village read the 
same story, There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed Some Leaves. This story was 
selected due to the simple, repetitive nature of the story parts, a feature that supports 
students’ retelling story parts in sequence. This story was also chosen due to its age-
appropriate and engaging nature for four-to-five year old students.  
After reading the story, each teacher used premade image cards and selected 
students to place each of the images in correct sequence in a pocket chart. This activity 
was modeled for a whole group for students, where all students participated in an activity 
together with the teacher to gain understanding of their expectations to retell or sequence 
the story on their own.    
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All of the students were read the story with nine parts of a story to retell. The 
story reading was identical to prevent any variables from changing between the 
classrooms, using the online video of the story for the read aloud (See Appendix G). 
Teachers implemented the treatment with the following lesson procedures in the script: 
(a) the script mirrored a standardized test to prevent any variables from being influenced 
(See Appendix D or Procedures); and (b) all of the words for the lesson were scripted, as 
well as prompts provided for consistency when students asked questions, and (c) he 
picture cards were identical for both classrooms. After the students had heard the story, 
and the whole group retold the story using the pocket chart and picture cards, the students 
were divided into their two groups. One group retold the story by drawing images and 
utilizing their drawings when verbally retelling the story. The other group wrote and used 
their writing as a reference for the verbal retellings.  A student’s membership in each 
group was determined by each student randomly selecting a craft stick from an opaque 
cup, each craft stick had a red dot or blue dot on the stick resting in the bottom of the cup. 
(See Appendix J).Students were unable to determine what color dot their craft stick had 
since the cup was opaque and all of the colored dots on the craft sticks were in the bottom 
of the cup. There were twelve craft sticks with a single red dot and twelve craft sticks 
with a single blue dot in each cup. The craft sticks and cups were identical for both 
classrooms. When a student randomly selected a craft stick with a red dot, the student 
received the written assessment. When the student selected a craft stick with a blue dot, 
the student received the drawing assessment. 
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 After the students completed the drawing or writing aid for the verbal retelling 
assessment, students were assessed individually based on the verbal retelling assessment 
script. The verbal retelling assessment score included the number of parts of the story the 
individual and group as a whole retold. For example if students were able to retell nine 
out of nine parts correctly, the score-was a 100% retelling, eight out of nine parts yielded 
89%, and so forth, with a zero out of nine parts yielding a 0%. Results of the retelling 
were analyzed on the individual and group as a whole basis.  
Hypothesis  
 Students who do not have strength in language are better able to express 
themselves through art, music or movement. Students learn at a higher cognitive level 
when art and music are incorporated into their learning experiences (Berghoff, 1998). 
Existing literacy practices can be strengthened by giving students ownership of their 
literary experience. When a student is given ownership of their learning; they are more 
engaged in the learning process (Britsch & Meier, 1999).  
Based on the related literature, the visual arts provide a means to reach students at higher 
order thinking levels that enhance learning in all curriculum areas. Therefore, retelling 
using the visual art representations of the story will yield positive results. 
The research hypothesis will be determined by a t-Test of randomly selected 
groups of µ1, the drawing assessment and µ2, the written assessment. The null 
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hypothesis is that no assessment differences will be shown between the students using 
drawings with their retellings over students using writings with their story retelling.  
In contrast, the alternate hypothesis is that students will have greater success 
retelling the story when referencing drawings than writings.  
                                                 H0:µ1> µ2. 
Procedures 
Materials Provided (per teacher):  
o A manila envelope with clasp and eyelet (This is to keep Parental 
Consent Forms that are returned to the classroom teacher. The Parental 
Consent Form Checklist will be adhered to the outside for ease of access 
to check off)  
o Pocket Chart Retelling Images  
o Craft Sticks  
o Cup  
o Copies of:  
 Parental Consent Form Checklist (1 copy for the teacher)  
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 Parental Consent Form (24 copies to send home with 
students and keep for records)  
 Teacher Retelling Scripted Lesson (1 copy for each 
teacher)  
 “I Can” Retelling Statement (1 copy for teacher to use in 
lesson)  
 Written Assessment (12 copies, per teacher, for only half 
of the students in your classroom based on random 
selection based on craft stick grouping)  
 Drawing Assessment (12 copies, per teacher, for only half 
of the students in your classroom based on random 
selection based on craft stick grouping)  
 Verbal Assessment (24 copies, per teacher, 1 for each 
student in your classroom)  
Materials Needed: 
 Computer hooked up to iBoard ( All classrooms at JELV have a 
computer hooked up to the interactive board)  
 Pocket Chart  
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 Pencils  
 Crayons  
Before Implementing Lesson:  
1. One week before implementing lesson, on Monday, send home the Parental 
Consent Form in the student’s Daily Take Home Folder.  
2. Check Daily Tuesday- Friday for signed Parental Consent Forms.  
3. Utilize the Parental Consent Form Checklist to check by each student’s name 
whether or not the student’s work is allowed to be used for the research. Place any 
returned Parental Consent Forms in the provided manila envelope and clasp shut to 
prevent loss of important paperwork.  
4. On Friday, prepare personal pocket chart, computer, iBoard, pencils, and crayons 
to allow for use the upcoming week on Monday. The Principal Investigator will pick 
up the manila envelope, with the Parental Consent Form Checklist and Parental 
Consent Forms, to verify student participation in the study and to maintain records for 
the research.  
Lesson:  
1. Begin with all students on the rug in assigned spots.  
2.  Review “I Can” Retelling Statement whole group,  
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A. Read and point to the words in the “I Can” Retelling Statement to students, 
“I can retell important details from a text.”(K.RI.2)  
o Explain: “Retelling is telling a story again. We are going to 
practice retelling the details, the important parts of a story, or 
text”  
3. After, introduce (Monday) or reread (Tuesday- Friday) the text.  
A. “The story we will read is There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed Some 
Leaves.”  
B. Use the link to have the story read aloud to students to allow for consistency 
and prevent any variables from changing.  
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Po1J6InnoUk   
4. Once complete, explain that today we will retell a story, using the following 
script.  
A. “Retelling is telling the story again, with all of the parts in order. When you 
retell a story, you want to start at the beginning, and then tell what 
happens next, what happens after that and what happens at the end of 
the story. You would not want to hear a story that started at the middle, 
and then the person told the end and then told about the beginning of 
the story. You would be confused about what happened in the story. 
So, today we will practice retelling stories in order.”  
5. Use the provided Pocket Chart Retelling Images to retell the story whole 
group using images from the story, calling on students to assist in placing 
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them in order/sequence on the Pocket Chart (modeling how to retell a 
story to students.)  
A. Start by asking students,  
o “What happened at the beginning of the story?”  
B. Call on students until you get the correct answer.  
C. Prompts allowed:  
o “What happened 2nd /3rd /4th /5th /6th /7th /8th ?”  
o “What happened next/after (insert last item identified)?”  
o “What happened at the end of the story?”  
o “What was the last thing that happened in the story?  
6. Repeat items 1-5 on Tuesday- Thursday.  
7. FRIDAY ONLY  
Prepare for this last day by using the I Can Statement, Craft Sticks, 
Cup, Written Assessment, Pencils, Drawing Assessment, Crayons and 
Verbal Assessment  
A. (The Principal Investigator (PI) will make craft sticks for each 
classroom to be used to randomly select groups of 12 students 
from the 24 students in a single classroom.  
o The Principal Investigator will do this by placing a 
blue colored dot on one end of 12 sticks and then 




B. Repeat steps 1-5  
C. One at a time, randomly select students and divide them into 
two equal groups by using the provided Craft Sticks and 
provided Cup as above in 7A.  
o Place Craft Sticks with the colored dot in the bottom of 
the provided Cup, so the color cannot be deciphered by 
students.  
o  Have students select one Craft Stick from the Cup 
and return to their spot on the rug.  
o One group, blue, will draw images to retell the parts of 
the story independently, while the other group, red, will 
write the parts of the story independently.  
o Send students to the table with the designated 
assessment to work independently.  
 Use the provided Written Retelling 
Assessment, Drawing Retelling Assessment, 
and Verbal Retelling Assessment below for 
students in the designated groups.  
 Prompts allowed during Written Retelling 
Assessment and Drawing Retelling 
Assessment to answer student questions:  
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 “What happened 2nd /3rd /4th /5th /6th /7th /8th 
?”  
 “What happened next/after (insert last item 
identified)?”  
 “What happened at the end of the story?”  
 “What was the last thing that happened in the 
story?  
D. After both groups complete their independent retelling of 
drawing or writing, the teacher will call students one at a time 
and using their independent drawing or writing piece as a 
reference, students will verbally retell the story, while the 
teacher records the responses on the provided Verbal Retelling 
Assessment  
o Utilize the Verbal Retelling Assessment and use the 
provided script on the Verbal Retelling Assessment.  
8. The teachers will grade the responses using the rubric on the Verbal 
Retelling Assessment.  
9. Return graded Verbal Retelling Assessment, Written Retelling 
Assessment and Drawing Retelling Assessment to the Principal 
Investigator.  
A.  If the teacher needs a record of the Written Retelling Assessment, 
Drawing Retelling Assessment, and/or Verbal Retelling Assessment to 
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send home or for assessment purposes, a copy will be made, the Principal 
Investigator will keep the original copies of all the assessments, forms 









Chapter Four: Results 
 The intention of this research study was to find the effect of drawing for in 
supporting retelling versus writing for the retelling of a story. Due to the developmental 
level of students in kindergarten, the majority of students are unable to read or write. This 
is a problem for teachers when provided formal assessments other than individualized 
verbal appraisal or observation of student understanding. Thus, my hypothesis was that 
students would be able to decipher their concrete drawings better than their attempts in 
using abstract forms of written communication. The notion is based on my own 
experiences teaching emergent readers and writers in kindergarten. It was predicted that 
students would have high success rate with the following hypothesis: 
The null research hypothesis is stated as follows: a t-Test of randomly selected 
groups of µ1, the drawing assessment and µ2, students’ retelling will not differ when 
referencing drawings than written assessments  
H1:µ1=µ2 
The alternate hypothesis is stated as follows: a t-Test of randomly selected groups 
of µ1, the drawing assessment and µ2, the written assessment students will have greater 
success when referencing written assessments to retell the nine parts of the story. This is 
the alternative hypothesis, H0:µ1>µ2 . 
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 To determine the results of these hypotheses, student assessment results were 
analyzed by the student’s ability to verbally retell a story from drawn or written 
assessments, based on the amount of story parts correctly recited out of the total of nine 
items. The data collected indicated that drawn assessments provide a great insight into 
student understanding of retelling. In addition, it is possible to utilize student drawings to 
communicate understanding of a concept is a valid assessment for emergent readers and 
writers.  
The entire population of both classrooms was 48 students. Forty-three of these 
students were granted parental consent, by either a parent or guardian to participate in 
this study, which means five students did not participate in this study. Assessment data 
was not included in this study for the five students without consent. This is significant 
since 10% of the classroom population’s results were not contained in this study. 
However, 90% of the classroom population was provided parental consent to analyze 
student data from this study.  
Out of the 43 total students, 21 students were given the drawing assessment and 
22 students were administered the written assessment as presented in in Table A. The 
assignment of students to each group was randomized by allowing all students to draw a 
stick with a red or blue dot from a cup. Students were unable to determine what color dot 
would be on their stick based on all of the colored dots on the craft sticks were pointed 
towards the bottom of the cup, reference Appendix J for a visual image of the sticks, 
colored dots and the cup. The sticks in both classrooms were identical in size, color, and 
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shape for consistency both classrooms in the study.  The cups were also identical in each 
classroom in the study for uniformity. 
After students were provided the designated assessment, students with questions 
were only given scripted prompts by the teacher to allow for consistency in the written 
and drawn assessments. Once completed, assessments were gathered and a scripted 
verbal assessment was administered to all students. Students were utilizing their written 
or drawn assessments as a reference for retelling the parts of the story. Based on the 
rubric score out of nine items possible on the assessment, student data was analyzed in 
the form of a t-test. Referencing Table B, no students scored a two or three out of nine on 
the assessment rubric. Therefore, these scores are not included, as they are nonexistent.   
Alternate Research Hypothesis: A t-Test of randomly selected groups of µ1, the 
drawing assessment and µ2, the written assessment will show that students will 
have greater success retelling the story when referencing drawings than written 
assessments.  
 
H0:µ1 >µ2  
 
 
The outcomes of the t-Test are significant supporting the alternative hypothesis. 
Referencing Table E, the 95% confidence levels mean explains that if another researcher 
were to implement this same study with another sample of the population as many times 
as possible, it would yield similar results. It shows the range of what one would expect 
for students to score if the study were to be completed again. That is, student scores likely 
would fall between 6.7757 and 8.0814 for the drawn assessment, while the range of 
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scores expected for the written assessment likely would fall between 4.5545 and 6.4455. 
The variances are unequal, as 22 students were provided the written assessment and 21 
students were provided the drawn. The Equality of Variances displays that there is no 
difference between the variances with a value of .0814. If this number were to be .05 or 
below, there would be a question of about sources of error ranging from any aspect of the 
procedures, including the instrument. The probability of occurrence for this result in the 
t-Test, often referred to as significance, was computed at 0.0013 using either the pooled 
or more accurate Satterthwaite values. Table E displays a significant difference (p ≤ .01) 
between the drawn and written assessments, showing a greater success rate for students 
utilizing the drawing assessment.  
More significantly, Figure 1 and Table C shows that twice as many students who 
were given the drawing assessment scored a seven, eight or nine out of nine on the rubric 
than their counterparts who were assigned to write before retelling. Seventeen students 
who referenced their drawing assessments scored greater than seven on the rubric, while 
eight students who referenced their written assessments scored greater than seven on the 
rubric.  
Only one student administered the written assessment scored a nine out of nine on 
the rubric. This student, coded as Student 205, is clearly not an emergent writer.  (See 
Figure 3). The student was able to include beginning and ending sounds of words in the 
written assessment. This student included even the more difficult medial sounds. Thus, 
Student 205’s writing ability supported reading the writing for the retelling of the story.  
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Student 205 received no prompts of any kind, and the assessment displayed in Figure 4, 
shows another indicator of the student’s fluency in reading. Student 205 quickly 
responded when asked to retell the story and utilize the written retelling assessment as a 
reference, as the teacher had no need to prompt the student for a response.  
In contrast, five students administered the drawing assessment scored a nine out 
of nine on the verbal retelling rubric. Figure 5 shows Student 105’s drawing for using in 
the retelling assessment. Figure 6 shows the assessment for which Student 105 received 
no teacher prompts. Student 105 referenced the drawing (Figure 5) and was able to retell 
the story without hesitation. This is a similar result for the remaining four students who 
received a nine out of nine on the visual retelling rubric and referenced their drawing for 
the retelling assessment.  
 Overall, students scored higher when utilizing drawing in their assessments 
assessment than did the students who used writing for the retelling assessment. When 
presented the total range for the drawing use in the retelling assessment and rubric score, 
the lowest score received was a four out of nine. Whereas, students in group that used 
writing for the retelling assessment had a scoring range that dropped to one out of nine. 
Table D displays the mean and score range for each assessment type. The mean for 
students given the drawing to use in the retelling assessment was about seven out of nine, 
nearly two points greater than the students given the written assessment, as referenced in 
Table D. The standard deviation shows less variation with students who used drawing for 
their assessment as displayed in Figure 1. The range for students who were given the 
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drawing for retelling assessment was narrower, between four and nine, than students who 
were given the writing for retelling assessment, whose range was one to nine out of nine 
possible points on the rubric. 
 Kindergarten is often a student’s first experience with the school environment. 
Often students who have special needs are not identified and placed under an 
Individualized Education Plan (IEP) until the end of kindergarten and beginning of first 
grade. Issues about students with special needs were germane to this study due to the 
number of participating students who had an IEP. Eight students already possess IEPs 
based on their specific learning needs; another seven students are in the referral process 
for determining special needs.  
Four of the students receiving an IEP are students who require speech. The 
specific deficit is in speech and sound production. Sound production creates a problem 
when using sounds to write and read print. In Figure 7, Student 103 was given the 
drawing retelling assessment. This student receives speech services. Student 103 scored 
an eight out of nine on the verbal retelling assessment as displayed in Figure 8.  For the 
purposes of this study, Student 103 was compared another student, Student 119 (Figure 
9), who also is receiving speech services for similar speech sound production errors, yet 
given the written retelling assessment As shown in Figure 9, Student 119 had difficulty 
producing sounds and identifying a letter to write down for each part of the story. From 
Figure 9, the student erased several times in the first item to write. After identifying the 
beginning sound for several items of the first portion of the story, the student was unable 
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to identify the remainder of the story on the written assessment and left it blank. In Figure 
10, Student 119 scored a five out of nine on the verbal retelling assessment. The student 
required two prompts from the verbal retelling script from the teacher to retell parts of the 
story. These two students had different levels of success with similar learning issues, but 
assigned different methods to support their story retelling processes. 
One student of the 43 students in the research study is diagnosed with autism 
spectrum disorder. Student 207 receives special modifications and accommodations in 
the classroom; a personalized IEP to meet the student’s learning needs. In Figure 11, the 
student chose a blue craft stick which placed Student 207 in the drawing for retelling 
assessment. Student 207 scored a nine out of nine on the verbal retelling assessment 
rubric, omitting no parts of the story when retelling and receiving no prompts by the 
teacher, indicating no hesitation in retelling the story.  
Another interesting result was Student 219, who is an English Language Learner, 
speaking no English. Student 219’s only exposure to the English language has been only 
for a month and a half in the school setting. The student receives special services for 20 
minutes from an English as a Second Language teacher four days of the week. The 
student picked a craft stick with a red dot, resulting in a written retelling assessment. As 
you can see in Figure 13, the student had difficulty understanding expectations and 
worked very hard in copying the numbers heading each box. In Figure 14, the student’s 
verbal retelling assessment shows that the student only recalled the leaves. The student 
did not retell any other portion of the story, after seven scripted prompts by the teacher.  
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 This study showed that students randomly assigned to the group who used 
drawing for retelling assessment scored higher than students who were randomly 
assigned to writing for retelling assessment. Students, who scored higher than the 
benchmark on the standardized literacy assessment, Measures of Academic Progress, 
provided during the first two weeks of the kindergarten school year, also displayed 
greater success in the written assessments than students who did not reach the benchmark 
goal on the standardized literacy Measures of Academic Progress (NWEA, 2014) 
assessment, as demonstrated in Table F and Table G. 
 The Measures of Academic Progress assessment is administered to all 
Kindergarten students in the school and school district in the first two weeks of the 
school year. The fall window for testing is closed then, and students who are enrolled in 
the school and classes later than this window are not included. Therefore, some scores are 
missing for students that enrolled later than the fall testing window. The literacy 
assessment on the MAP test resulted in a universal fall literacy benchmark score of 142.5 
for students. Thus, students scoring 142 or below on the MAP literacy assessment are 
below grade level in this area, while students scoring 143 or above are on or above grade 
level. Table G shows the number of students below grade level in literacy, 22 students, 
while there are fewer students on or above grade level, 16 students. 
 Student 101 scored below benchmark on the MAP literacy assessment, receiving 
a 133, with a benchmark of 142.5. The student is nearly ten points below the benchmark 
score. This literacy gap is reflected in the student’s written retelling assessment in Figure 
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15. Similar to the written retelling assessment of Student 219, Student 101 started out 
writing “L” for the beginning sound in leaves, yet the remainder of his assessment 
contained numerals. Student 219, the English Language Learner, not surprisingly, was 
below benchmark scoring a 118 on the MAP Literacy Assessment, most likely due to the 
language barrier. Figure 16 displays Student 101’s verbal retelling assessment, the 
student scored five correctly out of nine. The retelling was most likely from memory as 
the student did not reference the written retelling assessment for any item other than the 
“L” for the first item recalled, leaves.  
 In stark contrast, Student 205’s written retelling assessment contains words 
phonetically spelled in Figure 3. This student’s MAP score was a 157, well above the 
benchmark at 142.5 by nearly fifteen points. The student is able to read and write and this 
shows not only in Figure 3’s written retelling assessment, but in Figure 4, the verbal 
retelling assessment. However, students who scored well above benchmark exceeded in 
both the drawn and written retelling assessments when comparing MAP scores and the 
study assessments. 
 The drawing retelling assessment seemed to aid the students who fell below 
benchmark. As you can see in Figure 17, Student 215 drew all pictures that are in order 
of the sequence of the story. Figure 18, Student 215 scored a nine out of nine on the 
verbal retelling rubric. However, the student scored a 136 on the MAP literacy 
assessment. The student was well below the benchmark score of 142.5. Another student 
that benefited from the drawing retelling assessment was Student 103 in Figure 7. Student 
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103 scored a 133 on the MAP literacy assessment; again well below the benchmark for 
kindergarten. The student’s score on the verbal retelling rubric was an eight out of nine, 















Drawn 21 48.84 21 48.84 




Scale Points for Retelling Story (1 to 9) 
Rubric Score Number of Students Percent Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Percent 
1 out of 9 2 4.65 2 4.65 
4 out of 9 5 11.63 7 16.28 
5 out of 9 9 20.93 16 37.21 
6 out of 9 2 4.65 18 41.86 
7 out of 9 8 18.60 26 60.47 
8 out of 9 11 25.58 37 86.05 
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Drawn Written Total 




























































Table C (continues on page 40) 
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Scale Points for  
Retelling Story (1 to 9) 
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Drawn Written Total 










































































Analysis Variable : Rubric Score Scale points for Retelling Story (1 to 9) 





Drawn 21 7.4285714 1.4342743 4.0000000 9.0000000 




The TTEST Procedure 
Variable: Rubric Score (Scale points for Retelling Story (1 to 9)) 
assess type N Mean Std Dev Std Err Minimum Maximum 
Drawn 21 7.4286 1.4343 0.3130 4.0000 9.0000 
Written 22 5.5000 2.1325 0.4547 1.0000 9.0000 
Diff (1-2)  1.9286 1.8256 0.5569   
 
assess type Method Mean 95% CL Mean Std Dev 95% CL Std Dev 
Drawn  7.4286 6.7757 8.0814 1.4343 1.0973 2.0712 
Written  5.5000 4.5545 6.4455 2.1325 1.6407 3.0475 
Diff (1-2) Pooled 1.9286 0.8038 3.0534 1.8256 1.5021 2.3279 
Diff (1-2) Satterthwaite 1.9286 0.8101 3.0471    
 
Method Variances DF t Value Pr > |t| 
Pooled Equal 41 3.46 0.0013 
Satterthwaite Unequal 36.915 3.49 0.0013 
 
Equality of Variances 
Method Num DF Den DF F Value Pr > F 
Folded F 21 20 2.21 0.0814 
 




Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) 




118 1 2.56 1 2.56 
125 1 2.56 2 5.13 
126 2 5.13 4 10.26 
128 1 2.56 5 12.82 
129 1 2.56 6 15.38 
133 4 10.26 10 25.64 
134 3 7.69 13 33.33 
135 1 2.56 14 35.90 
136 1 2.56 15 38.46 
137 1 2.56 16 41.03 
138 2 5.13 18 46.15 
140 1 2.56 19 48.72 
141 2 5.13 21 53.85 
142 1 2.56 22 56.41 
143 1 2.56 23 58.97 
144 1 2.56 24 61.54 
145 1 2.56 25 64.10 
146 3 7.69 28 71.79 
148 1 2.56 29 74.36 
149 1 2.56 30 76.92 
151 1 2.56 31 79.49 
152 2 5.13 33 84.62 
Table F (continues on page 45) 
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Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) 




155 1 2.56 34 87.18 
157 2 5.13 36 92.31 
162 2 5.13 38 97.44 
163 1 2.56 39 100.00 
Frequency Missing = 9 





Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) Above or Below Benchmark 




Below Benchmark 22 56.41 22 56.41 
Above Benchmark 17 43.59  39 100.00 
















Figure 5: Student 105 Drawing Retelling Assessment 
 
 























Figure 9: Student 119 Written Retelling Assessment 
 
 
  Figure 10: Student 119 Verbal Retelling Assessment 
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Figure 13: Student 219 Written Retelling Assessment 
 
 






















Figure 17: Student 215 Drawing Retelling Assessment 
 
 





Chapter Five: Discussion 
 This study proposed that utilizing the visual arts, specifically drawing, in 
assessment would yield positive results in students’ retelling a story compared to more 
traditional, written approaches. The data indicated that students who experienced the use 
of drawing  for retelling assessment were more likely to recall and retell parts of the story 
than students who had used writing before their retelling assessment.  
The results of this study supports the thesis, that emerging readers are better able 
to recall a story when they draw to express their understanding, as compared to a written 
assignment. The outcome of past research supports this result. In particular the literature 
promotes the practice of pairing an image with a word to be remembered to facilitate 
recall (Anning, 1999). This approach is considered  a revisualization and association 
process (Cordoni, 1981).  
 All instructional practices require sensitivity to student learning levels and 
individual learning needs. Students who are already reading and writing will be 
successful in retelling stories using drawing or written notes. On the other hand, students 
who have yet to understand the concept of writing or the association between alpha-
numeric symbols, sound, and words will stumble if they have to write and then read and 
interpret the symbols. Thus, the need and argument for providing students the opportunity 
to express their understanding of a concept, such as retelling, in a variety of forms is 
essential. Utilizing drawing as a form of communicating understanding was shown to be 
useful for students who had not yet learned to write. Students who are emergent writers 
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may share pictures and tell their stories (Ernst, 1997). Opportunities to draw may help 
students connect the act of drawing to the act of writing, eventually (Ernst, 1997). 
 The significant findings in this study indicated that utilizing the visual arts as a 
means of  support in assessment is appropriate for students who are emergent readers and 
writers. Based on the results of this study, drawing can be a useful support in assessment 
for students with special needs.  
Gabig’s (2008) past study of retelling investigated whether autism affects the 
verbal working memory of students during verbal retelling assessment. Students with 
autism were able to retell only sections of the stories, demonstrating that their verbal 
working memory’s capacity may be smaller than students without autism.  In the current 
research, Student 207’s results indicated that using drawing to assist in a verbal retelling 
of a story boosts the student’s ability to recall and retell the parts of the story in sequence. 
(See Figure 11 and Figure 12). This example adds to the statistical significance of this 
study; yet, the sample population of the study only included one student with autism. 
Future studies should be done to research further how drawing might be an instructional 
option among a sample of students with autism. 
The struggle of Student 219, the English Language Learner, offered another 
practical example from this study. Given the language barrier between the teacher and 
student, the student’s results may not be accurate. Had the story been read to the student 
in the student’s first language, the student may have been able to retell the story (Carger, 
2004). Since the student is in an English language school environment, only English is 
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available for the student. English Language Learning curricula are built on picture, word 
and language associations. In past studies of English Language Learners, illustrations 
develops fine and gross motor skills and skills necessary for both writing and reading 
(Genishi, Stires & Yung-Chan, 2001). When students are ready to use abstract symbols, 
the teacher assists in facilitating the link between the new information to prior 
knowledge. In due course, the students are able to become very flexible when moving 
between symbol systems. Student 219 was randomly assigned to writing for the retelling 
assessment. Had the student been administered a drawing supported retelling assessment, 
would it have made a difference? Images are the bridge between languages. Therefore, in 
future research; it would be noteworthy to see this study implemented with a number of 








Chapter Six: Conclusion  
The academic literacy curriculum in kindergarten does not include drawing as a 
significant learning skill or activity, and the act of drawing in the classroom is often 
considered a low-level, non-instructional activity to keep students occupied (Berghoff, 
Cousin & Martens, 1998).  Since the perspective of drawing in the classroom is portrayed 
in this manner, students, teachers, and administrators deem drawing as insignificant and 
drawing or the visual arts do not possess weight or real purpose (Berghoff et al., 1998).  
This inaccurate notion marginalizes children who lie in the visual or kinesthetic modes of 
learning in Gardner’s (1995a; 1995b, 1996) Multiple Intelligences (Berghoff et al., 1998). 
Gardner (1995a; 1995b, 1996) along with others (Christodoulou, 2009; Hearne & Stone, 
1995) have argued that intelligence is dynamic and multifaceted; it involves multiple 
ways of representing experience and solving problem s (Edwards, & Willis, 2000). 
Drawing improves literacy (Ernst, 1998). 
  Kindergarten teachers and other teachers of emergent readers and writers need 
strategies for including drawings in learning to communicate ideas on paper. Initially 
such artwork is a representation of playing and experiences. Like play, and other 
background experiences, drawing increases development in fine and gross motor skills 
and develops skills for both writing and reading (Genishi et al., 2001).  For emergent 
readers, drawing can be a transition from concrete to abstract in written communication 
(Castro-Caldas & Reis, 2003). The foundation to learning literacy concepts is to start by 
focusing on the visual arts and leading to more focused literacy skills such as sounds, 
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vocabulary and comprehension (Ehrenworth, 2003; Richards, 2003). Literacy is most 
commonly thought of as the written word, but can include other systems of representation 
(Edwards, & Willis, 2000). 
There are three key areas of emergent literacy: oral language, phonological 
awareness, and print awareness (Allor & McCathren, 2003). The focus of this study is on 
all three areas of literacy. Children must learn how to recognize and discriminate visual 
shapes of letters before they are able to learn to read (Allor & McCathren, 2003).  
Phonological awareness is necessary for written communication, understanding the 
sounds and the letter/symbol association, while print awareness is a skill necessary for 
reading, decoding, and interpreting what is written. Print awareness includes 
understanding the difference between graphic displays of words and non-words, knowing 
that each word corresponds to speech, the function of empty spaces in establishing word 
boundaries, and that words are read from left to right and top to bottom (Allor & 
McCathren, 2003). Letter recognition is often included as a form of print awareness 
(Allor & McCathren, 2003).  
This research was intended to help kindergarten teachers by providing another 
instructional practice and assessment tool that may become useful when working directly 
with students who are emergent writers. Specifically, drawing can be used to gauge 
student understanding of retelling and other literacy components.  A multiple intelligence 
theory indicates that there are multiple means of assessment that go beyond the language 
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and logic intelligences, which provides each individual the opportunity to show their 
understanding and learning (Gardner, 1995a).  
The research was also intended to support and advocate for visual arts to be 
integrated into early literacy learning, in reading and writing areas. Words and numbers 
are not the only way that one can express understanding of content; the arts provide for 
another form of expression of understanding (Eisner, 1998).   
Outside of contributing to the field of emergent literacy instruction and 
assessment as well as integrating visual art into emergent literacy instruction and 
assessment, this research sought to answer a question that was developed through the 
researcher’s observations of students who are emergent readers and emergent writers; 
could these students benefit from support for assessment based in visual arts rather than 
written assessment?  
The results from this study show a clear indication that the visual arts impacted 
the assessment results. The students who were provided an opportunity for drawing were 
more likely to obtain a higher score when retelling the story.   
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Chapter Seven: Recommendations 
The results of this study indicate that visual arts are of significance in learning and 
assessments with students who are new to literacy instruction on reading and writing. 
This study was able to provide new research to other early childhood educators and art 
educators with the issue of assessment of student understanding when the majority of the 
student population is unable to read or write. However, this research produces other 
questions for future research on this topic. The research could be modified by including a 
larger sample size, including students from different areas, rural and urban, and different 
student demographics.  
1. It would have been beneficial to include students from other school 
districts to compare regional differences.  
2. By including more participants, enlarging the sample size would generate 
more sound and valid results.  
3. Given the differentiation available with visual arts suggests a need to 
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Appendix G: 
There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed Some Leaves on the iBoard 












The story can be accessed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Po1J6InnoUk 
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